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Abstract

Iterative methods for solving a square system of nonlinear equations g(x) = 0 often
require that the sum of squares residual y(x) = j||g(x)||2 be reduced at each step. Since
the gradient of y depends on the Jacobian vg, this stabilization strategy is not easily
implemented if only approximations Bk to vg are available. Therefore most quasi-New-
ton algorithms either include special updating steps or reset Bk to a divided difference
estimate of vg whenever no satisfactory progress is made. Here the need for such
back-up devices is avoided by a derivative-free line search in the range of g. Assuming
that the Bk are generated from an arbitrary Bo by fixed scale updates, we establish
superlinear convergence from within any compact level set of y on which g has a
differentiable inverse function g"1.

1. Introduction and assumptions

The computational problem of solving a nonlinear system

g(x) = 0 with g: 2 c R" -> R"

is closely related to that of minimising the sum of squares residual

y(x)=k\\g(x)\\2:®-*R. (1.1)
Here and throughout || • || denotes the 2-norm of real vectors and matrices. Due to
the nonnegativity of y, a point xn e 3) is a root of g if and only if it globally
minimizes y, i.e. y(x») = 0. Unless g satisfies certain topological boundary
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76 A. Griewank [2]

conditions [2], the existence of a root can usually not be guaranteed a priori.
Hence we adopt the customary approach of minimizing y(x), which may however
lead to the boundary of 3> or a local minimizer x with y(x) > 0. Since such
points represent least squares solution of g(x) = 0 they may still be of some
practical interest.

In our convergence analysis we avoid these difficulties by making the following
assumptions.

-All points x e R" can be tested for feasibility, i.e. whether they belong to the
open domain 3). Hence we may set

y(x) = oo i fx<2^ . (1.2)

-The starting point x0 e R" belongs to a compact level set

fi = {x e 3): y(x) < w}

on which g has a right inverse function, i.e.

x.zefi, g(x) = g(z)=> x = z (1.3)

-The vector function g(x) has a Jacobian G(x) = Vg(x) that is nonsingular
and Lipschitz continuous at all x e Q.
By standard arguments these assumptions imply the following properties of g

on Q.

LEMMA 1. There exist positive constants a0 < ax and T such that for all x, z e Q
with x =£ z

- * | (1.4)

) | | < CTl (1.5)

z\\^a1 (1.6)

which implies in particular

«o < 11*00 11/11*-*. II ««i (1-7)
where

W = {xGS:g(x) = 0} = y-1(0)

is the unique zero of g in @.

PROOF. Using the compactness of J2 all assertions are easily established by
contradiction.

It is well known [11] that under the above assumptions, Newton's method
converges provided it is "damped" or stabilized with a suitable line search. Here
this result is generalized to certain quasi-Newton methods based on fixed-scale
least-change secant updates, as defined in [4]. While allowing x0 to be any point
in £2, we place no restrictions on the initial approximation Bo e R"Xn at all.
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[ 3 ] Global convergence of Broyden-like methods 77

Our assumptions on g are certainly quite strong, but can perhaps be compared
to the conditions under which Powell could show the "global" convergence of the
BFGS method for unconstrained optimization [15]. The same author has devised
a rather complicated modification of Broyden's method [13] that requires the
monitoring of previous steps with respect to their independence. A simpler and
more popular approach is to estimate the Jacobian by differencing whenever no
satisfactory progress is made. In either case one has some control over the
gradient of y, and can therefore enhance the global convergence properties by
introducing an element of steepest descent with respect to y. This allows, in
particular, progress through points at which G(x) is singular but y not stationary.
For the method to be proposed, the assumption of nonsingularity is essential,
although modifications along the lines mentioned above are certainly possible.
However, since the thrust of this paper is mainly theoretical, we prefer to
maintain the surprising simplicity of the approach at this stage. Abbreviating
yk = y(xk), gk = g(xk) and Gk = G(xk), we may specify the basic structure of
the scheme as follows.

(i) Initialise k = 0, xQ e J2 and Bo e RnXn.
(ii) Compute a nonzero search direction sk such that

Bksk = 0 or Bksk = -gk. (1.8)

(iii) Determine a step multiplier ak e R such that

xk+i = xk + <*ksk G ^>

and some other conditions are satisfied,
(iv) Update Bk to Bk+1 such that

ksk i f « 4 - 0 . ( L 9 )

(v) Provided gk+1 ¥= 0 increment k = k + 1 and to to (ii).
The only nonstandard features of this algorithm are that sk can be chosen as a

null vector of Bk, and that the step multiplier ak may be negative or zero. The
last case never occurs in the presence of rounding errors, so that Gksk is
effectively replaced by a divided difference along sk. The updating techniques
discussed in Section 3 are quite conventional, but their analysis in close interplay
with the line search introduced in Section 2 appears to be new. Abbreviating

&k=\\gk + Gksk\\/{\\gk\\ + o0\\sk\\), (1.10)

we may list the main stages of the analysis as follows,
(a) The line search ensures that always

°° 2

E ll** + l - * * l l < <» • (1-11)
k-0
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(b) Then the updating procedure yields

lim \ if fi* = 0. (1.12)
' - « ' k-o

(c) Since the line search avoids unnecessarily small steps it follows that

lim xk = x,eg-\0). (1.13)

(d) Because the full step ak = lis taken when possible we have

yk+i/yk<c(8l + yk). (1.14)

(e) This implies with (b) and (c) /?-superlinear convergence, i.e.

lim 11^ -x .H 1 ' * = 0. (1.15)
k->oo

(f) The resulting summability of the steps ensures

lim 8k = 0. (1.16)
k — ao

(g) Finally it follows by standard arguments that

lim \\xk+l-x4/\\xk-x4 = 0. (1.17)
Ar-»oo

The assertions (a), (c), (d), (e) and (g) are developed in Section 2 and the
remaining points (b) and (f) are treated in Section 3. The paper concludes with a
summary and discussion in the final Section 4.

2. A derivative-free line search

Given a search direction sk =£ 0 at the current iterate xk e fi, we would like to
find a step multiplier ak e R that minimizes the residual

yk(a) = y(xk + ask).

Since the iterative solution of this one-dimensional minimization problem could
be quite costly, one prefers to accept values for ak that satisfy considerably
weaker line-search conditions. Because most standard step-size rules were desig-
ned for unconstrained optimization, they typically involve the directional deriva-
tive

d ,

Moreover, a search direction sk is usually only accepted if it can be ensured
explicitly or implicitly that the angle between sk and the direction of steepest
descent -Vy(x t ) is sufficiently acute.
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[ s ] Global convergence of Broyden-like methods 79

For example, convergence to a stationary point of y can be established if the
line search is "efficient" as defined in [15], and the search directions satisfy the
Zoutendijk condition [16], i.e.

Here it is assumed that Vy(xk)sk < 0 for all k, which cannot be guaranteed in
our case, as the gradient takes the form

Vy(x)T = g(x)TG(x) (2.2)

and is therefore, like the Jacobian G(x) = Vg(x), unknown. However, the
derivative-free line search developed below achieves much the same effect as, for
example, the popular Goldstein test [5].

Following a suggestion of Lindstrom and Wedin [10], as well as Al-Baali and
Fletcher [1], we interpolate the vector function

gk(a) = g(xk + ask):R^R» (2.3)

rather than just the scalar yk(a). Based on the values of gk(a) for a = 0 and
some a ^ O w e can form the linear approximation

**(«) - 8k + [**(«,) " **]«/«, (2-4)

where gk = g(xk) = gk(0) as before. It is easily seen that the Euclidean norm of
the right-hand side has the unique minimizer qk(ac) • ac where

II** " **(«)ll
and in agreement with the convention (1.2)

qk(a) = 0 ilgk(a)<£9. (2.6)

As depicted in Figure 1 for fixed gk, the vectors gk(a) yielding a certain value q
of qk{a) form spheres with radius 1/|2<7| about the centre (1 — \/q)gk.

Now our first and main requirement on the step multipliers ak is that for some
constant e e (0,1/6)

qk(a) >\ + e or ak = 0. (2.7)

Since the reduction of ||g|| can be expressed as

ll**ll2 " ll**(«*)ll2 = [2qk(ak) - 1] • ||g* - **(at)||2 > 0 (2.8)

it follows from (1.6) and (2.7) for xk+1 = xk + aksk that

ll < h )/
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FIGURE 1

Now summing over k yields

k-0
(2.9)

as claimed in equation (1.11) of the introduction. As will be shown in Section 3
the square summability of the steps implies that fixed scale secant updates
produce infinitely many good, i.e. Newton-like, directions. To utilise these effec-
tively we must ensure that the step multipliers ak are not chosen unnecessarily
small. This second condition is implicitly imposed by the following line search
algorithm.

Starting from a^0) = 1 perform the iteration

oJtl+1) = 4')A(9A(oi'>)) (2.10)

where the upper semi-continous function h(q): R -» R is defined by its graph in
Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2

Since for all / > 0

4'+1> = oi" or 0 < e <|al'+1)|/|4'>|

there exists obviously a limit

= lim 4
/-•oo

(2.11)

(2.12)

Normally one would expect that, after only a few readjustments, the sequence
( a ^ ) ^ . ! becomes stationary at some limit ak =£ 0. This follows by inspection of
Figure 1 if the tangent

S'ks -JZl = G. (2.13)

is nonorthogonal to gk, or equivalently

Then the smooth curve gk(a) must intersect the open ball q > \ + e for all
sufficiently small a with sign(a) = -sign(gkg'k). The ak^ cannot approach 0 from
the wrong side since a negative value of q^a^) will immediately cause a sign
change. The only potentially troublesome case arises when Vy(xk)

Tsk is exactly
equal to zero. Then the curve gk(a) may intersect the closure of the ball
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q > \ + e only at gk, in which case the a^° form an infinite sequence converging
to <xk = 0. However, in the presence of rounding errors, the denominator of
qk(<xk'

)) as defined in (2.5) declines faster than its numerator, whose sign varies at
random. Therefore some small ak^ will always be accepted as a suitable choice
for ak. Then the actual step from xk to xk+l will be negligible but the update
from Bk to Bk+1 should result in a better search direction at the next iteration.
Using only the assumption that there is a subsequence of increasingly Newton-like
search directions, we obtain the following "global" convergence result.

THEOREM 2. Stages (a), (c) and (d).

Let (xk)f_0 c R" be any sequence generated from some x0 e fi by the recur-
rence

xk + l = xk + aksk with sk ¥= 0 arbitrary

and d t e R calculated according to (2.10) and (2.12). Then the steps are square
summable, i.e.,

t H2
t l l**+i-**H2<« (2-15)

and the property

Urn inf8A = 0 (2.16)

ensures convergence as such, i.e.,

lim xk = x* e g'^O). (2.17)
* - > 0 0

Moreover we have for all k greater than some k0 > 0

Y* + iA* < (36S*2 + 4r2
yk/a0

4) (2.18)

where Sk is defined in (1.10).

PROOF. The first assertion (2.15) has already been established in (2.9). Since the
residuals yk = i||gfc||

2 form a nonincreasing sequence, all xk must belong to the
level set J2 = y'^O,«]. Because of (2.16), there are infinitely many indices k with
8k < 1/6, which implies by elementary arguments

< 11**11/11**11 < l-2(o0 + °i)- (2-19)
An immediate consequence of the uniform Lipschitz continuity property (1.4) is
that for all pairs x, x + s e fl

\\g(x + s)-g(x)-G(x)s\\^^\\s\\2. (2.20)
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Hence we find that for all a e [-1,1] with gk(a) as defined in (2.3)

\\gk(a) - ( 1 - a)gk\\ = \\gk(a) - gk- aGksk + a(gk + Gksk)\\

< M M 2 +\a\\\gk + Gksk\\ < ra2||gj|2/ao
2 + 8k{\\gk\\ + ao\\sk\\)a

< i|a|||gJ|(2|a|TW/a0
2 + }(1 + 1-4)) < i |a| | |ft | | ,

where the last inequality holds provided

|<x| < a = ao
2/max{l0wT, 4o 2 } .

Consequently we have for the numerator of qk(a)

so that qk(a) itself satisfies by (2.5)

««*(«) > «2Y*/II«* - ft(«) f > Y*(«ilkll)~2 > i (V« i ) ! .
where the last two inequalities follow from (1.6) and (2.19). Thus we have for all
a # 0 with |a| < a

\qk(a) | > 1 and aqk(a) > 0. (2.21)

Now suppose that \ak\ < die2. Then the line search procedure must have gener-
ated two previous trials points ctjf1J and ajf2) with

|4- 2 > |<aand |a<- 1 ) |<(2 /3) |4 - 2 > | . (2.22)

However, if ak'
2) was positive the relations (2.21) guarantee <7*(a4~2)) > 1 > \ +

e so that it should have been accepted as ak. On the other hand if a(_2) < 0 then
4k(ai~2)) < -1 would have resulted in ak~^ being positive so that it should have
been accepted as ak. Thus we have a contradiction and \ak\ must be greater than
ae2 whenever Sk < 1/6. Since there are infinitely many such steps and aksk -* 0
it follows with (2.19) that

lim inf||gft|| < 1.2(o0 + ax) • liminf \\sk\\ = 0.
A:-»oo fc-»oo

Due to the compactness of fi and the steady reduction of \\gk\\ this implies that
the whole sequence converges to the unique root JC*. At all steps with Sk > 1/6
the final assertion is trivial. Otherwise it follows from (2.20) that

h(xk + sk) || = \\g(xk + sk) -gk- Gksk + gk + Gksk\\

< hk + Gksk\\ + J | k f < Sk{\\gk\\ + ao\\sk\\) + r\\gkf/o
2

<llfoll[2.4«k + T||gJ|/a0
2] < ||*fc||[.4 + T||ft||/a0

2]. (2.23)

Because of (2.17) we have Tj|gfc|j/o0
2 «s .1 for all sufficiently large k, so that then
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which implies by inspection of Figure 1 that qk(l) > 2/3 > j + e, since always
e e (0,1/6). Hence the full step ak = 1 must be accepted when 8k < 1/6 and k
is sufficiently large. Thus (2.18) follows from (2.23) by the Holder inequality.

The final inequality (2.18) holds because once the iterates xk are reasonably
close to xm then the line search accepts the full step ak = 1 whenever the search
direction sk is similar to the Newton correction -Gllgk. Provided this occurs
sufficiently often one obtains superlinear convergence as shown below.

COROLLARY 3. Stages (e) and (g).

Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the condition

lim y ! « t
2 = 0 (2.24)

implies R-superlinear convergence in that
lim H ^ - x*\\1/k = 0 (2.25)

A:-»oo

which ensures in particular that

I l l ** + i -** l l<oo . (2.26)
k-0

If furthermore
lim 8k -> 0 (2.27)

then the rate of convergence is in fact Q-superlinear in that

lim " ^ + 1 " *?" = 0. (2.28)
*-°o II** x*\\

PROOF. By the inequality of the geometric and arithmetic means we derive from
(2.18)

(YiAo)l/#-(n
' k=o

/-I 2A /-I

k-0 a0 k-0

where we have assumed without loss of generality that k0 = 0. Since yk -» 0 the
last term goes to zero as / tends to infinity, so that the condition (2.24) implies

Urn (y,)l/'/hm (y,,)17' = lim (y,)l/l = 0,
/—»oo /-»oo /-»oo

which proves assertion (2.25) as by (1.7)
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Since then for all A: greater than or equal to some A:o > 0

\\xk — x

it follows by the triangle inquality that

\\l/k <r I

00 00

L ll**+i - **ll < 2 £ \\xk ~ x4 < 2.
k-k0 k = k0

The last assertion (2.28) is a consequence of (2.18), (2.27) and the fact that again
by (1.7)

Wx \ \ k m f
which completes the proof.

The condition (2.27) was originally shown by Dennis and More [3] to be
necessary and sufficient for the (?-superlinear rate of a convergent sequence.
Usually their result is applied after at least /?-linear convergence has been
established by some other technique. Here we prove directly /?-superlinear
convergence using the condition (2.24) which is sufficient but not necessary. The
same condition was employed in [6] to establish local and i?-superlinear conver-
gence of Broyden's method assuming merely continuity of the Jacobian G(x) =
Vg(*) near x*. However, as will be seen in the next section, Lipschitz continuity
of G(x) seems required for the global part of our argument. Otherwise even
fixed-scale updates may fail to produce any Newton-like search direction at all.

3. Asymptotic properties of fixed scale updates

At first we will consider a slightly more general situation than in the first two
sections. Let g: S c R " - » R " be some vector-function whose Jacobian G(x) =
Vg(x) belongs to all x e 2) to some subspace 38a RnX". For example G(x)
could be sparse, symmetric or have a certain nullspace at all x e 3). Moreover we
require that G(x) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on some subset $2 c 2 such
that for some constant T > 0

) - G ( Z ) | | < T | | * - Z | | , (3.1)

where x and z range over all elements in fl.
Now given x0 e Q let (sk)f-0 and (ajt)^o ^e anY t w o sequences of nonzero

search directions sk and real multipliers ak such that
xk+i - xk + aksk G ^ for A: = 0 ,1 ,
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Starting from some matrix fi0 £ R"x" we may then recursively generate a
sequence of approximating Jacobians (Bky%_0 c 31 such that for each k

ksk if ak = 0,

where naturally gk = g(xk) and Gk = G(xk).
By the fundamental theorem of calculus, this so-called secant condition on

Bk + l is satisfied by the matrix

= f G(xk+1(l - M) + fix,) dp e a . (3.3)
•'o

It is customary to remove the remaining freedom in choosing Bk+l by minimis-
ing the correction matrix

Ck = Bk+1-Bke<8 (3.4)

with respect to some inner product norm

|C| = (C,C)1 / 2 f o r c e d .

Due to the norm equivalence on finite-dimensional spaces we may assume
without loss of generality that for some constant p

l < | C | / | | C | | < p < oo, (3.5)

where || • || denotes the 2-norm as before. This relation holds with p = fn in case
of the popular Frobenius norm

|C|2f = Trace( CCT) = Trace(CrC).

An important consequence of (3.5) is that for any s e R" — {0}

IMI/IMI«||C||<|C|. (3.6)
Moreover the affine variety

[yk/sk}={Be®:Bsk=yk} (3.7)

is closed and nonempty as it contains the matrix Mk+1. Hence there exists a
unique "least-change update" Bk+1 = Bk + Ck such that for all B e [yk/sk]

\Ck\=\Bk+1-Bk\^\B-Bk\.

Since | • | is an inner product norm this condition is equivalent to the requirement
that

{Ck) = [r./s,] n[0/sk]\

where

h=yk-Bksk = Cksk (3.8)
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and the affine varieties [r^s^ and [0/sk] are defined in analogy to (3.7). Now
since Ck is orthogonal to the discrepancy

At+i = Bk+l - Mk+1 e [0/sk]

we obtain by Pythagoras' theorem the crucial inequality

\Dk+1\
2=\Mk+l-Bk\

2-\Ck\
2. (3.9)

Using the shift matrices

we derive from (3.9) by the triangle inequality

= Mk+l -

\Dk+i\ ~\Dk\ **\Ek\ <\Mk+i - Gk\ +\Mk - Gk\

< rp(\\xk+i ~ xk\\ +\\*k ~ **-ill)> (3-10)

where the last inequality is an elementary consequence of (3.1) and (3.5).
This form of bounded deterioration [3] does not apply to iteratively rescaled

updates [4] where the inner product norm | • | changes slightly from step to step.
For example the convex class updates for unconstrained minimisation [3] can be
interpreted in this way. These formulae are not covered by the following result, as
it is very much dependent on the constancy of | • |.

THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of this section the condition

I ll**+i-**lf < » forp = 2orp = l (3.11)

ensures that
i /-i

L (Ik* 11/11**II) = 0 ifp = 2 (3.12)
' - » ' k-o

and

lim Ikll/IMI = 0 ifp = 1- (3.13)
fc-»oo

PROOF. AS an immediate consequence of (3.10) we note that

\Dk\*\D0\+ t \Ej\.

Substituting this estimate into a rearranged version of (3.9) we find that

\Ckf <|£>J2 + 2\Ek\\Dk\ +\Ek\
2 -\Dk+l\

2

\\DQ\+ E \Ej\\. (3.14)
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Now summing over k = 0 , 1 , . . . , / - 1 and collecting terms one obtains the
simple expression

/-i \ 2

" E \Ek\
k-0

<2[\D0\ + mi1\Ek\) +l[ Z \ E k \ ) , (3.15)
\ k-0 I \k=m j

where m is some integer less than /. With m constant and / tending to infinity we
derive using Holder's inequality that

lim ) ' E \Ck\
2 < lim 2 ^ - ^ E \Ek\

2 < 2 £ |£J2-
/-•oo ' ^ = 0 /-»oo ' k = m k = m

Since (3.10) and (3.11) imply that the \Ek\ are square summable, the rightmost
sum is finite and goes to zero as m tends to infinity. Thus we have shown that

* • *- ^ " ^ / l l II / II l l \ ^lim y l (IMI/Ikl lim I '£ |Q|2 = 0,

where the first inequality follows from (3.6) and (3.8). Since the stronger condi-
tion (3.11) with p = 1 implies by (3.10) the summability of the \Ek\ themselves,
the second assertion (3.13) is an immediate consequence of (3.15).

In this section we have so far not assumed any particular relationship between
the search directions sk and the approximations Bk or even the iterates xk.
Instead of applying Theorem 4 directly to the vector function g whose zero x* is
sought we may also consider the partitioned case

g(x) s L g ( 0 (* ( 0 ) with x^= S(i)x. (3.16)
i=i

Here the element functions g(0 are defined on the range of the linear mappings
£(/). R n _, R« prOvided the Jacobians G(o = Vg( 0 are restricted to subspaces
ggO) c R/>xn Q n e c a n t j j e n £onn individual approximations B^ e ^ ( l ) based on
the secant conditions

*+ l f c ^ \Gi'M') if«, = 0, ( }

where naturally g^ = g^\xk). Then the overall approximation
m

5*+1= I^S '^Cf^.) (3-18)
i=i

satisfies the usual secant condition
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Similarly we find that the vectors

ro) = yp _ Bpsp
add up to the overall approximation error

m
rk= E rP = yk-Bksk.

i = i

Hence we have by the triangle inequality
m m

IWI/lkll < E VHAWW < L lls(OiriNol|/lk°l|, (3.i9)
1 = 1 1 = 1

where the last inequality follows from

II .0)11 = l | c(0? || <||«'0)||||. ||
IIs* II IP Sk\[ ^ IP II IIs* II-

Now if the steps xk+l — xk are p summable with p = 2 or p = 1 the same is true
for the "projected" steps S(l)(**+i ~ xk) anc^ Theorem 4 ensures

l—oo
(3.20)

k-0

or
lim H° | / | |4° | | =0 if p = 1 (3.21)

k—* oo

provided the g(° are uniformly Lipschitz continuous. By combining (3.19) with
(3.20) or (3.21) we can therefore conclude that Theorem 4 remains valid if the
Jacobian of g is approximated in the partitioned form (3.18). Obviously no harm
is done if some of the element functions g(° are differentiated explicitly so that
£(<>= vg ( ° (4°) fora l l k.

For example the discretization of a boundary-value problem

u'=f(t,u), /lou(0) + ^ ( l ) = i e r

by the box scheme [9] yields algebraic equations of the form

g(x) = Ax + F(Sx) = 0 with g: RmXp -> RmXp (3.22)

where

( x ) , ' u ( t , ) a i O = t l < ••• < t p _ l < t p = \.

The only nonlinear component F: R"1*^"1) -» RmX(/'-1) has a block diagonal
Jacobian y / 1 so that the approximations Bk = F'(Sxk) are naturally restricted to
the space 38 of real matrices with that sparsity pattern. The least-change criterion
with respect to the Frobenius norm on .^ defines simply the Schubert [14] or
sparse Broyden update. However it was found by Hart and Soul [8] that this
approach yields much better numerical results than the direct approximation of
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the overall Jacobian Vg(x) by the same update formula. Some local convergence
results for iteratively rescaled partitioned updates were given in [7]. Since those
methods are mainly geared towards unconstrained optimization one can easily
ensure convergence to stationary points, e.g., by a crude angle test. For the
nonlinear equations considered here, the remaining gaps in our line of argument
are closed by the following result.

COROLLARY 5. Stages (b) and (f).
Suppose g satisfies the assumptions listed in the introduction and the search

direction sk ¥= 0 are chosen such that for all k

Bksk = 0 or Bksk = -gk.

Then the condition

l x
* + i ~ xk\ "̂  °° f°rP — 2 orp = 1 (3.23)

implies

lim 4 E «* = 0 ifp = 2 (3.24)

and
lim 5* = 0 //> = 1. (3.25)

t-»oo

PROOF. The assertions (3.24) and (3.25) follow directly from (3.12) and (3.13) as
we will show that

[ ]al (3.26)
Since by (1.5) always

«* « Ifet ||/|| «V* II «(»iAo)>
the above inequality holds trivially if ||rfc|| > \\sk\\ • a0/ /I. This applies in partic-
ular if Bksk = 0, since then

\\rk\\/M=\\yA/\\*k\\>o0.
Otherwise we must have

so that by (2.20) and the inverse triangle inequality

\\8k+Gksk\\-\\rk\\ <\\Gksk-(gk+l-gk)/ak\\ < H ^ H k f -
Thus division by \\gk\\ + ao\\sk\\ yields

sk <\\rk\\/\\°osk\\ + H l^+ i - xk\\/a0,
which imphes (3.26) by the H6lder inequality and the fact that ay/a0 > 1.
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Numerical experiments on the boundary-value problems (3.22) treated in
reference [8] confirmed the validity of our analysis. In particular it was found that
the line search in combination with sparse Broyden approximations to VF yielded
very similar global convergence properties to the same scheme with vF" evaluated
analytically. Naturally either scheme can get stuck near a local minimiser x. In
this situation a great number of function evaluations is wasted, with very little
progress being made as the directions sk become larger and larger, so that the ak

must tend to zero. Whereas this problem can be detected quite easily if Vg and
consequently V y are explcitly available, there appears to be no natural remedy in
the quasi-Newton case. This is probably not surprising since nobody has so far
succeeded in devising a quasi-Newton method for the solution of inconsistent
nonlinear least-squares problems. If the Jacobian Vg is nonsingular at all x in fi,
but the restriction of g to $2 is not 1-1, the quasi-Newton scheme like Newton's
method appears to converge without hesitation to the unique root in fi. In other
words, the injectivity assumption (1.3) seems to be merely technical. It would be
eliminated by the inclusion of a trust-region strategy, that localises the problem
whenever nonlinearities invalidate the Newton step.

4. Summary and discussion

It was shown that Broyden's method and similar fixed-scale quasi-Newton
schemes can be made to converge from within any compact level set on which the
vector function under consideration has a continuously differentiable inverse.
This is achieved by a derivative-free line search, whose acceptance test involves
not only the norms but also the angle between consecutive residual vectors. By
allowing null vectors as search directions, any restriction on the initial Jacobian
approximation could be avoided. The key to the convergence analysis was that
fixed-scale secant updates produce on average Newton-like search directions
whenever the steps are square summable.

It would appear intuitively clear that Broyden's method produces infinitely
many Newton-like steps even if the steps tend to zero at a slower rate or the
Jacobian is merely Holder rather than Lipschitz continuous. However this does
not follow from our analysis as the inequalities in the proof of Theorem 4 are all
quite sharp. In contrast, an extension of the results to Hilbert spaces should
provide little difficulty since the corresponding local convergence theory is fairly
complete [6]. From a practical point of view, the main challenge lies in an
efficient implementation of the line search, probably using quadratic rather than
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linear interpolation. In the long run, one might hope for a generalization to
genuine nonlinear least squares problems.
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